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Fiber Bragg grating sensors have been constantly researched for the last ten

years and have finally begun to find use in the commercial market. However, one

of the major factors limiting their widespread use is their system cost. Their

lightweight, flexibility, electromagnetic immunity, and small size make fiber Bragg

grating (FBG) sensors feasible in hostile environments where electrical and

mechanical sensors may not function effectively. These sensor systems utilize

moderately expensive light sources and detectors at telecommunication

wavelengths of 1300 nm and 1550 nm. These are the center wavelengths of the

mass-produced FBGs and FBG phase masks. This thesis addresses the

development of a lower cost short wavelength fiber Bragg grating strain sensor

system using gratings written at 790 nm and 850 nm with the modified phase mask

method recently developed at Oregon State University. Short wavelength gratings

allow the use of less expensive semiconductor sources and silicon detectors, greatly

reducing the overall cost of a strain sensor system from approximately $1600 for a

1300 nm system to $1000 for a 790 nm system.

First, the fundamental properties and historical background of fiber Bragg

gratings were reviewed. Followed by a literature review of the structures,

fabrication methods, and applications of FBGs including sensor applications. The
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design, manufacture, and assembly of the new short wavelength strain sensor

system were described including the production of pigtailed super-luminescent

edge emitting light emitting diodes (SELED) from commercial laser diodes, a fiber

recoater, and multiple attempts to write a fiber Bragg grating in the 750-850 nm

wavelength region. Finally, the short wavelength strain sensor system was

compared with a 1300 nm strain sensor detailing the potential cost savings with the

short wavelength system.
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Low Cost, Short Wavelength Fiber Bragg Grating
Strain Sensor Systems

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Since fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) were first produced in 1978 by Hill et

al. in an experiment to examine nonlinear optical effects in germanium doped

optical fibers [1], they have found widespread use in telecommunications and

sensor systems as a replacement for bulk optical components such as mirrors and

filters. Plainly defined, fiber Bragg gratings are long, periodic changes in the

refractive index along a length of fiber core, which cause the reflection of a narrow

band of wavelengths. Exposing a photosensitive fiber core to an interference

pattern of intense UV light generates this change in index. Despite their simple

design, FBGs can be used as elements of active devices such as fiber lasers and

frequency stabilized diode lasers, as well as passive devices such as filters,

feedback mirrors , and dispersion compensators [2]. In many of these devices, bulk

optics can be used, but considerable design efforts must be taken to limit coupling

losses into and out of the fiber waveguide. However, by using FBGs, such devices

can be placed in-fiber with very low transmission and reflection losses and

increased stability. Although telecommunications is a major application of FBG

devices, more recently they have also been used in sensitive sensor applications.

Fiber Bragg gratings are aptly suited for sensor systems mainly due to the

characteristics of the optical fiber in which they are formed. Optical fiber is

unaffected by outside electromagnetic interference, electrically isolated, light

weight, small, and capable of spanning great lengths, making FBGs ideal for use in

hostile conditions where electrical sensors are impractical. Fiber Bragg gratings

have already been developed to sense stress/strain, temperature, pressure, and

chemicals with extreme accuracy [3]. For example, at 1550 nm, a fiber Bragg



grating has an axial strain sensitivity of 1.2 pm/ps and a temperature sensitivity of

13.7 pm/°C [4]. FBGs can also be designed to measure strain and temperature

simultaneously [4,5].

Although FBG sensor systems are very useful and effective, they are also

fairly expensive. Because the telecommunications industry uses sources and

detectors in the 1300-1550 nm wavelength range, where silica fibers have minimal

loss and material dispersion [6], the majority of commercially available FBGs are

within this wavelength range. Although using these particular wavelengths is

unnecessary for sensor research since FBGs can be made at any wavelength simply

by changing the interference fringe spacings of the incident UV light, most sensor

researchers do not manufacture their own gratings or special order gratings at other

wavelengths. On the other hand, light sources and detectors for the

telecommunication wavelength range are considerably more expensive than shorter

wavelength devices in the 750-900 nm range. A fiber Bragg grating strain sensor

system utilizing lower cost, shorter wavelength light sources and detectors and

standard telecom fiber would be more cost effective than a 1300 nm strain system

if the costs of fiber Bragg gratings for any wavelength were equivalent. A new

writing method recently devised by Stump et al. and described in section 2.4 makes

it possible to fabricate FBGs over a wide wavelength range using a single phase

mask [7]. This greatly reduces cost of producing gratings at multiple wavelengths.

Because of the availability of this fabrication technique, it is possible to develop a

fiber Bragg grating strain sensor system using low-cost CD-ROM laser sources

around 780-850 nm and Si PIN photodiode detectors.

The focus of this thesis is the development of a less expensive, short

wavelength, FBG strain sensor system. One of the simplest FBG strain sensors is a

reflection system as depicted in Figure 1.1. A broadband light source, such as an

LED illuminates a single FBG. A change in strain along the FBG sensor will result

in a center wavelength shift in the reflected spectrum. This shift can then be
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detected. To produce such a system requires the development of broad bandwidth

pigtailed sources, short wavelength FBGs, a recoating process to protect the

gratings once they are made, and techniques to splice together all the various fiber

components. This thesis details this process.

Detector

-A
LED Source

Figure 1.1: Basic reflection FBG strain sensor

Chapter 2 presents a review of fiber Bragg gratings including their 30 year

history, different types of gratings, fabrication methods, and their applications,

including sensors. A detailed description of the short wavelength sensor system

development and assembly is given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 contains results and a

comparison of the short wavelength strain system and a 1300 nm strain system

assembled in a similar manner. Finally, in Chapter 5, I present my conclusions and

a short discussion of future research ideas.



Low Cost, Short Wavelength Fiber Bragg Grating
Strain Sensor Systems

CHAPTER 2
FIBER BRAGG GRATING REVIEW: PROPERTIES, HISTORY,

AND APPLICATIONS

2.1 FIBER BRAGG GRATING FUNDAMENTALS

The basic fiber Bragg grating is a uniform periodic variation in refractive

index, with each varied index phase front perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of

the fiber core. As light propagating down the fiber core is incident upon each

grating plane, it is sequentially partially reflected back with an induced phase

change. If the phase changes satisfy energy and momentum conservation, a

condition that occurs only at the Bragg wavelength, then the light will add

constructively in the reflected direction. At all other wavelengths the scattered

light becomes successively out of phase and simply transmits through the grating

(Figure 2.1). The reflected wavelength 28 is determined by the first order Bragg

condition,

2B _2fleffA (2.1)

where neff
is the effective index of refraction of the core and A is the grating

spacing, defmed as the distance between successive high index planes [4,8].
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Figure 2.1: Uniform fiber Bragg grating schematic
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The Bragg equation reveals that changes in either the grating spacing or the

effective index of refraction will cause a shift in the reflected wavelength. Fiber

Bragg grating sensors utilize this wavelength shift to detect strain and temperature

changes. The strain and temperature effects on an optical fiber are easily derived

from the Bragg equation through partial differentiation and can be stated as [2]

28(1 Pe )e + 'B (aA + a,, )iT (2.2)

4
P --[p12 -v(p11 +p12)] (2.3)

(i
aA (2.4)

i Yan
a,, = I

(eff I J

(2.5)

where Equation 2.3 is the effective strain-optic constant, Equation 2.4 is the

thermal expansion coefficient, O.55x1O 1°C for silica, and Equation 2.5 is the

thermo-optic coefficient, 8.6x1O 1°C for Ge-doped silica. In the above equations,



is the longitudinal strain coefficient (1,4')where 1 is the length of the

steatched piece of fiber, T is the core temperature in °C, p11 = 0.113 and p12 =

0.252 are from the silica strain-optic tensor, and v = 0.16 is Poisson's ratio. The

values given are for a typical, singlemode germania-doped silica fiber (Corning

SMF-28 telecommunications fiber). A theoretical approximation of the fiber Bragg

grating sensitivity to small changes in temperature and strain requires knowing only

the Bragg wavelength and the effective index of refraction. However, these

equations can only be used for singlemode fiber. Fiber Bragg gratings in

multimode fiber are more sensitive to bending losses and require more complicated

analysis due to the large number of modes present in the core [5]. Most

commercial FBG sensors and applications use singlemode fiber.

2.2 EARLY HISTORY

Hill and colleagues wrote the first fiber Bragg gratings in May 1978 at the

Communications Research Center in Ontario, Canada. This experiment was meant

to study the photosensitivity of germania-doped silica-core fiber and to fabricate

optical waveguide filters for light-wave communications using an argon-ion laser.

The 4% Fresnel back reflection from the cleaved fiber end interfered with the

incident light from the laser and formed a standing wave pattern inside the fiber

core. The 488 nm light induced an increase in the index of refraction of the

photosensitive fiber where the interference pattern had the highest intensities. As

the index of refraction increased, the reflected light increased, consequently causing

the standing wave pattern intensity to also increase. The continued operation of

this process formed an almost 100% reflective grating at 488 nm in a 62 cm length
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of fiber. The gratings produced in this manner were tested by building a distributed

feedback argon-ion laser with a fiber Bragg grating used as the output mirror.

Because of the narrowband reflection of the fiber Bragg gratings, Hill et al.

actualized the first strong singlemode distributed feedback gas laser at 488 nm [1]

SIGNAl. TO
V-AXIS *-ar) POWER METER

(REFLECTION)

50% Mj
SINGLE-MODE

VARIAS4.E___________________f
hf JjoARGON LASER

ATTENUATOR

RIGIO QUARTZ CLAMP

IOPTICA FIBER ENCLOSED
1IN QUARTZ TUBE

I SIGNAL TO
I V-AXIS

POSITIONER

POSITION
SIGNAL TO V-AXIS .uur.crZj SENSOR

(TRANSMISSION) POWER METER

Figure 2.2: Schematic of apparatus for producing and measuring fiber filters.

Figure taken from reference [9].



In Hill's pioneering research, he noted that this internal inscription method

was extremely sensitive to vibrations and thermal fluctuations but also wavelength

tunable by mechanical strain. Later, in August 1978, Kawasaki et al. improved the

inscription method by stabilizing the apparatus and shielding the fiber from

temperature effects [9]. Again utilizing an argon-ion laser as the source at 514.5

nm, Kawasaki and coworkers coupled the fiber using a piezoelectrically-positioned

mount and a 50X-microscope objective lens. The fiber then traveled through a

quartz tube, designed to minimize thermal effects from air currents, to a clamp

connected to a steel spring. The spring limited any unwanted strain in the fiber

length. The entire system, as pictured in Figure 2.2, was also placed on a floating

optical bench. Using this same set-up, they were able to test the filter response of

their new fiber Bragg gratings. They found that the center wavelength could be

tuned by stretching the grating to give an average frequency response of (AvLóL) =

(2.OX1O2MHz / 0.294±O.005J.tm).

In the ten odd years that followed, very little research was done to improve

fiber Bragg grating fabrication. Although the in-fiber gratings might have many

uses, the photosensitivity effects were believed to only be present in the special

fiber used by Hill and Kawasaki [4]. In addition to this, the internal inscription

method could only produce gratings in the visible wavelength range, 488-5 14 mn,

and not in the telecommunication range of 1300-1550 nm. However, Lam and

Garside undertook additional research on Hill's inscription method in order to

understand how the change in refractive index depended upon the writing power

launched into the fiber. They found that the index of refraction change relied on

the square of the writing power, indicating a two-photon process [10]. Then in

1987 Stone discovered that photosensitivity was evident in any Ge02-doped fiber

and that it did not depend upon the OH saturation level. Those fibers with higher

molar concentrations of germanium wrote stronger fiber Bragg gratings at faster



rates. He did not, however, speculate on the possible reasons for this increased

photosensitivity [11].

After Stone's work, researchers regained interest in fiber Bragg gratings and

Meltz et al. devised a new inscription method that solved many of the drawbacks

encountered by Hill. Meltz's method, introduced in 1989, wrote fiber Bragg

gratings by exposing the side of a germanosilicate fiber with a two-beam

interference pattern of coherent 244 nm light. This UV wavelength is within the

germania oxygen defect band and is the second harmonic of the argon-ion laser

light used by Hill et al. By splitting a frequency-doubled excimer laser into two

equal intensity beams and then converging them to form an interference pattern

along a 4 mm length of fiber, Meltz and coworkers were able to produce gratings of

50-55% reflectivity. This method, known as the. transverse holographic method,

was more efficient than the internal inscription method because it utilized a one-

photon process at twice the power instead of a two-photon process. It was also

more flexible since the interference pattern, and not the laser, defined the grating

wavelength [12].

Using the idea of externally writing a fiber Bragg grating from the side of a

fiber, Hill and his coworkers at the Communications Research Center devised

another inscription process in 1990. Instead of forming an interference pattern with

coherent light, they illuminated the fiber through a narrow slit with an unfocused

249 nm excimer laser, moving the slit to write a periodic pattern. Since the

refractive index changes were written point by point, it was possible to construct a

fiber Bragg grating at any wavelength with a specified length, chirp, or blaze. They

initially moved the fiber across the slit at a controlled speed by wrapping it around

a cylinder and attaching the opposite end to a pulley. As the motor slowly turned,

the laser pulsed at a periodic rate. However, they obtained the best periodic index

change by stopping the fiber at each point and then illuminating the slit with a
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single pulse. This process is currently referred to as the point-by-point writing

method [13].

Although the point-by-point method is extremely flexible it is also very

time consuming. So three years later, in 1993, Hill et al. introduced another

external inscription technique, the phase mask method. Hill and his colleagues

formed an interference pattern by shining 249 nm UV light onto a spatially

modulated phase mask. The phase mask acted as a grating, diffracting most of the

incident light into ±lst order diffraction beams with a small zero order beam

passing undeflected. By placing a fiber in contact, or near contact, and parallel

with the phase mask during illumination, the ±1 order beams formed interference

fringes in the fiber just like Meltz's transverse holographic method. The fringes

caused changes in the core index of refraction in a corresponding pattern and

consequently wrote a fiber Bragg grating. Just as in the point-by-point method, a

fiber Bragg grating could be inscribed at any wavelength to any specifications with

a phase mask tailored to that design. Although each different FBG wavelength

required a different phase mask, the writing process was faster than the other

external writing methods, less subject to vibration, and experimentally much

simpler as well [14].

The phase mask method is today's most commonly used approach to mass-

produce high quality fiber Bragg gratings [2]. However, in 1993, Lemaire et al.

were also investigating additional techniques to improve the photosensitivity of

optical fibers through hydrogen loading. By exposing any Ge02-doped optical

fiber to H2 under high pressure, Lemaire found an increase in the number of oxygen

deficient germanium sites created, thus allowing increased absorption of UV light

and therefore a higher possible change in refractive index. Gratings written in these

H2-loaded fibers had index changes on the order of 5.9x103 as compared to index

changes of 5x1O or less from fiber without H2 loading. After inscription, they

found that the hydrogen outgassed from the fiber and left no other permanent
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change [15]. Consequently, hydrogen loading is very prevalent in the commercial

manufacture of fiber Bragg gratings today.

2.3 FIBER BRAGG GRATING STRUCTURES

Fiber Bragg gratings are written in one of three main configurations,

uniform, chirped, or blazed. The uniform FBG is a constant regularly spiced

refractive index change aligned perpendicular to the optical fiber core axis. The

reflected light spectrum from a high-quality, uniform FBG at 1300 nm usually has

a bandwidth of only 0.25 nm. A chirped grating is defined by its increasing

period. This aperiodic pitch can be written by increasing the distance between each

refractive index peak along the length of the grating or by writing a series of short

uniform gratings with successively increasing period [2, 8]. Fig. 2.3 depicts both of

these techniques.

Chirped FBGs can be used as chromatic dispersion compensators and

broadband reflectors. As a dispersed pulse travels through a chirped grating, the

lagging longer wavelengths are reflected before the leading shorter wavelengths.

Designed conectly, a chirped grating will force the longer wavelengths to catch up

with the shorter wavelengths and thereby narrow the spreading pulse. The main

drawback of chirped FBGs is that the varying period can cause some loss of light

amplitude [2, 8, 16].
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of chirped FBGs. (a) Monotonically increasing refractive

index period. (b) A sequence of short gratings with stepped increases in refractive

index period. After reference [2].

Blazed FBGs have a constant periodic structure that is tilted at an angle Oi

to the fiber axis (Fig. 2.4). This tilt couples the core modes into the cladding with

an efficiency and bandwidth defmed by 9tjlt, the strength of the refractive index

change, and the grating period. Blazed fiber Bragg gratings were first introduced

as fiber taps and used to induce wavelength selective loss for gain amplifiers. This

FBG configuration can even be used for spectroscopy since it scatters each

wavelength at a different angle. However, a large degree of back reflection can

cause system problems if these gratings are improperly isolated [2, 16].
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of a blazed fiber Bragg grating.

In addition to the three main structures, fiber Bragg gratings can also be

made with extremely long periods on the order of 10-100 jim, known as long

period gratings. These gratings have small back reflection but transmit the

fundamental mode into forward propagating cladding modes causing a wavelength

selective loss [2, 16, 17]. Also, one of the best fiber Bragg grating fabrication

techniques, called apodization, is to inscribe the grating such that the periodic

refractive index change is Gaussian or bell-like in nature. Apodization removes the

secondary side peaks sometimes evident in reflection spectra due to an FBG's finite

length. This technique is useful to improve signal to noise ratio and to create

resonance peaks with extremely narrow spectral responses [2, 16].

2.4 FIBER BRAGG GRATING FABRICATION

Many of the fiber Bragg grating fabrication techniques mentioned in section

2.1 are still in use today. Each of the external inscription methods have certain

advantages which make them more suited to write one of the fiber Bragg grating

configurations introduced above. The transverse holographic method, the phase
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mask method, and the modified phase mask method are utilized for small period

uniform fiber Bragg gratings. However, the phase mask method and the modified

phase mask method are also easily adjusted to produce blazed gratings by angling

the fiber with respect to the mask. The point-by-point method is well suited to

write long period gratings and chirped gratings, although chirped gratings can also

be produced with multiple phase masks at slightly different wavelengths. Any of

the following methods can be used for apodized gratings simply by varying the

light intensity in a Gaussian form along the length of the grating.

2.4.1 Transverse Holographic Method

The transverse holographic method uses an amplitude-splitting technique to

produce an interference pattern onto the photosensitive fiber core. Researchers

initially used a generalization of the set-up introduced by Meltz et al. in 1989 where

the output of a UV laser was split into two equal intensity beams and recombined at

equal angles to the normal of the optical fiber core [12]. The beams are forced to

travel different optical paths to form the interference pattern, but the total path

lengths must be equal to within one coherence length of the UV laser. A

cylindrical lens can be used to focus the beam's diameter onto the fiber core. A

simplified schematic of the transverse holographic technique is shown in Fig. 2.5

[2,4,8].
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of a simplified amplitude-splitting, transverse holographic

FBG writing technique.

Although this procedure can produce highly reflecting fiber Bragg gratings

with coherent laser sources, its use with low coherence lasers, such as normal

excimer lasers, forms an inadequate fringe pattern for useful fiber Bragg gratings.

In this set-up, the two beams do not have the same number of reflections and,

therefore, acquire slightly different lateral orientations. This can be improved by

placing an additional mirror in the path of the beam that was not reflected at the

beam splitter. In this interferometer, as depicted in Fig. 2.6, the beams undergo

identical numbers of reflections from 45° mirrors, and can be used in conjunction

with UV lasers of low spatial coherence if the path lengths are carefully equalized

[2,8].
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r

Bragg
grating

Figure 2.6: Improved two-beam interferometer with added 45° mirror.

For both of these techniques, the Bragg grating period is given by

,%
A= n1 (2.6)

2sinq

where 2, is the UV laser free space wavelength, q is the half-angle between the

recombining beams, and n1 is the cladding index. Using equation 2.6 in the Bragg

equation (Eqn 2.1) the Bragg wavelength becomes

i 'eff2w-
. nd (2.7)

s1n

with
neff

as the effective refractive index of the fiber core [2]. These equations

show the wavelength flexibility of the transverse holographic technique through the
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choice of q. However, this method is still sensitive to error from vibrations that

can cause instability in the interference pattern and wash out the fiber Bragg

grating.

2 4 2 Point-By-Point Method 4

The only method of writing FBGs that does not utilize an interference

pattern is the point-by-point method. In this technique a single UV pulse is passed

through a slit and irradiates the fiber core through a focusing lens. Then, using a

precision translation stage, the optical fiber is shifted by the grating period, A,

along the core's axis. This produces a single grating plane. Figure 2.7 portrays this

process which is repeated until an adequate fiber Bragg grating is formed.

Bragg
grating

fiber
slit

4.' translation

Figure 2.7: Schematic of point-by-point method.

Although this process is extremely time consuming and susceptible to errors

from stripe positioning and from any irregular fiber strains, it is the most flexible
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writing technique available. This method can customize a fiber Bragg grating to

any specifications. Because the grating is inscribed one index plane at a time, the

point-by-point method allows control of the refractive index through intensity and

pitch of UV stripe illumination, and the grating length through total translation

distance [2,18]. The point-by-point technique can only make coarse fiber Bragg

gratings due to diffraction limitations from the slit size at UV wavelengths [8].

Commercially, this method is used to produce long period gratings (LPGs) where

the refractive index changes are spaced by hundreds of micrometers. Because of

their ability to forward couple light into cladding modes, LPGs make efficient

band-rejection filters and fiber amplifier gain equalizers.

2.4.3 Phase Mask Method

The phase mask method is arguably the most commercially used fiber

Bragg grating fabrication technique. A "diffractive optical element," or phase

mask with period A,,,, spatially modulates an UV laser beam, and the resulting

interference field is incident on the bare optical fiber placed in contact or near

contact with the mask (Fig. 2.8). The plus and minus first-order diffractions of the

beam produce the A,,,k /2 period interference pattern of the grating [2,14,19].

From the original Bragg equation, the Bragg wavelength for this method is defmed

as [19]

= 2flej(J= eff'mask (2.8)
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<5% -35%

Figure 2.8: Schematic of phase mask method with fiber in contact.

The phase mask is fabricated by e-beam lithography with a square wave

profile on a transparent silica plate. All diffraction orders are suppressed, except

the plus and minus first-order diffractions, by modulating the phase of the incident

light by it radians, or

47T'(flsiiica 1)A
(2.9)

where A is the amplitude of the phase mask modulation,
sjljca

is the refractive

index of the silica plate, and is the wavelength of the UV laser light. When

using the correct incident wavelength, this design nulls the zero-order diffraction to

less than 5%, however slightly different wavelength lasers can be used with

acceptable results [14].
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Figure 2.9: Phase modulation of it radians.

This technique is the least sensitive to vibrations and laser coherence

because the mask is placed directly next to the fiber. It is also very simple to align,

and the formation of fiber Bragg gratings with reflections of nearly 100% is a

repeatable process [2]. Although a grating of any wavelength, chirp, blaze, or

apodization can be made with the phase mask method, a separate phase mask is

required for each different wavelength and Bragg grating structure [2,8,14].

2.4.4 Modified Phase Mask Method

At Oregon State University, an additional fiber Bragg grating fabrication

technique has been developed which combines the stability of the phase mask

method with the wavelength flexibility of the transverse holographic method [7].

The modified phase mask method is based on a writing technique where the ±1-

diffraction orders from a UV-illuminated phase mask are internally reflected

through a fused silica block to form the interference pattern on the fiber [20]. This

new method is also similar to a 0/1 Talbot interferometer writing technique

designed in 1996 [21]. In the modified phase mask method, the UV beam passes

through a phase mask to produce the ±1-order diffractions. These diffracted beams

are then reflected off of two mirrors and through a cylindrical lens to form the
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interference pattern on the fiber. The advantages of this writing method, depicted

in Fig. 2.10, are the ability to block the zero order diffraction from the phase mask

and to angle the mirrors, thereby arranging the interference pattern to write a

grating with a wide range of center wavelengths. According to Stump et al., the

Bragg wavelength is given by [7]

fleff2wJ412+S2

/tB (2.10)
S

where d is the distance from the mirror center to the fiber, and s is the distance

between the mirrors.

Uv
beam

cylindrical
lens

mirror d
fiber

Figure 2.10: Diagram of the modified phase mask method.

Bragg
grating

In their experiment, Stump and his colleagues used a Lasiris phase mask

with a period of 886.2 nm, which would ordinarily produce a center Bragg
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wavelength of 1286.5 nm. However, with the modified phase mask method, they

calculated a possible writing range of 680-1650 nm and produced an 82.6%

reflective 1302 nm fiber Bragg grating [7]. In additional experiments at OSU,

gratings have been written from 850-1550 nm using the same experimental

equipment and method [22]. The gratings used in this thesis were produced

through this method.

2.4.5 Photosensitivity Enhancement

"Photosensitivity" according to Othonos and Kalli [2], is the nonlinear

effect that causes "a permanent change in the index of refraction of the fiber core

when exposed to light with characteristic wavelength and intensity that depends on

the core materials." Hill et al. first utilized this material characteristic in 1978

during their initial studies of fiber Bragg gratings [1]. It was originally considered

an effect only present in the specialized fiber used by Hill. However, Stone refuted

that claim in 1987 when he found photosensitivity in optical fiber containing large

concentrations of germanium [11]. Since then, researchers have made extensive

studies of materials and techniques that enhance photosensitivity. Other elements,

such as cerium, erbium, and europium have been shown to increase

photosensitivity of silica based optical fibers at wavelengths other than UV,

however germanium currently remains the most sensitive dopant [2, 8, 23].

The primary studies to enhance photosensitivity focused upon increasing

the germanium content of the fiber core [11, 24]. These studies required

researchers to draw their own fiber, a difficult and expensive process. To alleviate

this cost, other methods of photosensitivity enhancement were studied. Flame

brushing [25, 26] and CO2 irradiation [27] increase photosensitivity by heating the
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fiber to almost 1700°C for a few seconds. H2 loading [15, 28, 29] and Boron co-

doping [30] change the molecular composition of the fiber core. All of these

techniques improve the absorption of UV light thereby causing an increase in the

refractive index changes during fiber Bragg grating inscription. The major

advantage of these pre-processing approaches is that researchers can use

commercially available telecommunication fiber (-3 mol% Ge) and still write fiber

Bragg gratings of almost 100% reflectivity. As photosensitivity is not a focus of

this thesis, the reader is directed to references [2] and [26] for a detailed account of

the chemical processes involved and an in-depth description of each method

mentioned above. All the fibers used in this thesis work for FBGs were H2 loaded

for at least 24 hours at 10 atmospheres of H2 overpressure at a temperature of 90

°C.

2.5 FIBER BRAGG GRATING APPLICATIONS

The majority of fiber Bragg grating applications devised in the last twenty

years are for the telecommunications industry. However, recently, interest in

sensor applications has significantly increased. Since the focus of this thesis is the

development of a lower cost FBG strain sensor, the research devoted to filters,

lasers, and amplifiers for use at 1.3 p.m and 1.5 p.m telecom wavelengths will only

be briefly mentioned for completeness. The section on sensor applications reviews

the majority of the innovations in use today and highlights some of the most current

examples available. For an in-depth discussion of telecommunications

applications, the reader is directed to references [2], [16], and [31].
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2.5.1 Filters

In all respects, the most basic FBG application is as a wavelength selective

filter. When broadband light is incident upon the grating, the center wavelength

corresponding to the grating period is reflected while the rest of the incident light is

transmitted. Using this simple mechanism, coupled with interference techniques,

resonance techniques, and the FBG's tunability, FBGs are produced as high

quality, tunable filters for use in wavelength division multiplexing [32, 33], mode

converters [8], tunable multimode band-pass filters [34, 35], and many other such

devices [2]. Chirped FBGs are also currently used to compensate for frequency

dispersion [36, 37] and polarization mode dispersion [38] in optical communication

systems.

2.5.2 Lasers

In both semiconductor diode and fiber lasers, fiber Bragg gratings are

applied as output reflectors, wavelength tuning elements, or feedback components.

For semiconductor lasers, fiber Bragg gratings are used to force singlemode lasing

[16, 39], mode-locking [40], and coherence-collapse operation [16, 39] to stabilize

the laser wavelength. In addition to this, fiber Bragg gratings allowed the

introduction of the all-fiber laser in the form of Erbium-Doped Fiber Lasers

(EDFL) and Fiber Raman Lasers. EDFLs are simply a long length (>1 m) of

erbium doped fiber with fiber Bragg gratings on either end as the high reflection

mirror and output reflector, generally pumped with diode lasers or a Ti: Sapphire

laser [2]. The most recent papers discuss the fast tuning of this system between 1.4

im to 1.6 im [2, 31, 41]. Other materials, such as praseodymium (Pr3) can also
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be used in a similar set-up to lase at 1.3 J.Lm [42]. Fiber Raman Lasers, on the other

hand, use a sequence of fiber Bragg gratings to stimulate Raman scattering and

produce a succession of frequency-shifted Stokes light. The cavity of several

kilometers of doped fiber is cladding pumped to induce light. This is then forced to

lase by the first set of fiber Bragg grating mirrors. The continuous gain inside the

cavity causes the eventual conversion to the next Stokes order which is again

reflected by another set of fiber Bragg gratings placed on the outside of the first

cavity. This continues with additional sets of fiber Bragg grating reflectors until

the desired output wavelength is reached [16, 43]. Germanium [16] and

phosphorus [44] can be used as the fiber-dopant and almost any wavelength within

the Raman stokes orders can be produced [16].

2.5.3 Amplifiers

One of the most important telecommunication applications of the fiber

Bragg grating is in the optical amplifiers necessary for signal boosting of light

pulses traveling long distances. The most common amplifiers in use are the

Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) and the Fiber Raman Amplifier [2, 16, 31].

Fiber Bragg gratings are used to increase the efficiency and selective bandwidth of

the EDFA as well as to produce uniform amplification over the gain spectrum [45].

The operation of the Fiber Raman Amplifier is similar to its laser counterpart

except that a 1.3 p.m or 1.5 p.m signal incident into a cladding-pumped doped fiber

cavity is amplified by the Raman Stokes shifts. These Stokes shifts are induced by

fiber Bragg grating reflectors and then transmitted out of the amplifier [2, 16].

Again, fiber Bragg gratings are used as the circulating mirrors, output reflectors,

and to remove the pump light from the signal pulse.
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2.5.4 Sensors

Fiber Bragg grating sensors have become a significant replacement for their

electrical and mechanical counterparts particularly due to the properties of their

optical fiber host material. Specifically, their small size and weight,

electromagnetic immunity, and flexibility allow fiber Bragg grating sensors access

to environments where other sensors cannot function reliably. They are also easily

integrated into composite structures for "smart structure" applications in aircraft,

automobiles, buildings, bridges, domes, and other civil structures [3, 46]. Fiber

Bragg grating sensors are extremely sensitive to stress and temperature changes and

can be designed for sensitivity to pressure changes as well. Additional applications

in acousto-optic sensors [47, 48], and accelerometers [49], etc. have also begun to

appear in the literature. Besides sensitivity to environmental changes, fiber Bragg

grating sensor research has also focused on interrogation techniques. The

following sections will discuss some common interrogation techniques and the

three main physical sensors; strain, temperature, and pressure.

2.5.4.1 Interrogation Techniques

Although an optical spectrum analyzer can detect most wavelength changes

arising from fiber Bragg grating sensors, this research method is impractical and

overly costly for the small devices needed in mass-produced sensor systems. Other

methods, both active and passive, must be employed instead. The most

commercially viable methods of FBG sensor interrogation in use today utilize

broadband LED/edge filters, tunable filters, interferometers, and tunable lasers. As

an example, the short wavelength strain system presented in this thesis uses the
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edge filter interrogation technique in the form of a fiber Bragg grating filter with a

slightly longer center wavelength than the sensor grating.
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Figure 2.11 Passive interrogation methods. (a) broadband LED/edge filters, (b)

tunable filter, (c) interferometer filter. Figure taken from reference [7]. BGS

represents Bragg Grating Signal.

Passive interrogation methods, which utilize filters and interferometers,

have become the most common techniques due to how easily they are adapted to

arrayed sensor systems. Broadband LED and edge filters are the simplest of these

techniques as the Bragg reflected waveform incident on the filter results in the

transmission of a wavelength-dependent, linearly varying output. These filters are

limited by their sensitivity, in the case of broadband LED filters, and their

bandwidth, in the case of edge filters. On the other hand, tunable filters, such as an

oscillating Fabry-Perot filter, offer increased bandwidth and sufficient sensitivity.

Any changes in the wavelength of the Bragg reflected peak are locked onto by a

feedback ioop through the tunable filter. Interferometer filters may also be used in



a similar capacity. The interferometer uses the reflected FBG waveform as a

modulating light source and acts as a spectral filter with a wavelength-dependent

output. Generally, a lock-in amplifier is required for precise results. Fig. 2.11

depicts each of the aforementioned passive interrogation techniques {2].

Active interrogation methods, specifically active laser interrogation, are also

in common use. In this technique, a laser cavity is formed using a broadband

mirror as one reflector and a -95% reflective fiber Bragg grating sensor as the other

output reflector at the ends of a length of doped fiber. This cladding pumped

cavity, shown in Fig. 2.12, can then lase at the fiber Bragg grating center

wavelength, providing the doping material is chosen to have gain in the proper

wavelength region. For example, a 1.5 .tm centered grating would use erbium as

the cavity dopant. Any changes in the grating due to environmental effects cause a

corresponding change in the lasing wavelength. The advantage of this

interrogation method compared to passive methods is its stronger resulting light

amplitude leading to a larger signal-to-noise ratio. However, laser interrogation

cannot be easily employed for an array of fiber Bragg grating sensors [4].

pump
laser

broadband
mirror

WDM doped fiber

fiber Bragg grating

Figure 2.12 Active laser interrogation of a fiber Bragg grating sensor.
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2.5.4.2 Stress/Strain Sensors

Many of the initial studies of fiber Bragg grating sensors focused on

measuring stress changes as the grating period is obviously altered in tension or

compression. Strain also causes a small change in the fiber refractive index [50].

Section 2.1 discussed fiber Bragg grating strain sensitivity. Much of the current

strain sensor research involves improving signal-to-noise performance [51 - 53]

including studies of absolute strain measurement over a large dynamic range [52].

2.5.4.3 Temperature Sensors

Because fiber Bragg gratings are very sensitive to temperature changes, as

outlined in section 2.1, they are well suited for this sensor application.

Temperature changes cause thermal expansion or contraction of the fiber and also

affect the fiber's refractive index [50]. The majority of fiber Bragg grating

temperature sensor research actually involves designing methods to compensate

other fiber Bragg grating sensors for temperature-induced center wavelength drift

[49, 53, 54] and to combine simultaneous sensing of temperature and another

physical parameter. Simultaneous sensing will be mentioned in section 2.5.4.5.

Additional studies have also begun to provide variable temperature sensitivity [55].

2.5.4.4 Pressure Sensors

Fiber Bragg gratings are not as sensitive to pressure as they are to strain and

temperature effects due to the firm optical fiber. Consequently, a high quality fiber

Bragg grating pressure sensor usually requires an enhancement material in the form
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of a thick, low modulus outer coating, such as Hysol [8] or a polymer [56, 57].

Similar to the sensitivity calculations of strain and temperature, pressure effects can

be expressed as [57]

= 2B (Pe 1)(1 2v) (2.9)
E

where P is pressure, E is Young's modulus, V is Poisson's ratio of the coating

material, and Pe is a constant dependent upon the photo-elastic coefficient and

refractive index of the optical fiber. As discussed in section 2.1, for a typical,

singlemode Ge-doped silica fiber p = 0.22.

2.5.4.5 Simultaneous Sensing of Two Properties

Probably the most promising research conducted in fiber Bragg grating

sensor applications is the simultaneous detection of two physical properties. This

type of sensor requires additional arrangements such as superimposed gratings [4],

grating rosettes, gratings written in birefringent fiber, or gratings mounted on

opposite sides of a cantilever [2]. Currently, the literature describes many different

property pairings such as temperature and pressure [56], strain and temperature [58

- 61], and sound and temperature [62] as well as multiaxis strain measurements [61,

63]. In each of these systems, the temperature variations can usually be factored

out of the other parameter's results.
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Low Cost, Short Wavelength Fiber Bragg Grating

Strain Sensor Systems

CHAPTER 3

SHORT WAVELENGTH STRAIN SENSOR

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The object of this research is to develop a simple FBG strain sensor system

with a much lower cost than those presently in use. To implement this strain

sensor, the simplest solution is to use lower cost light sources and low cost silicon

detectors. This requires the use of wavelengths shorter than the standard

telecommunications wavelengths of 1300 nm and 1550 nm because silicon

detectors are only sensitive in the visible and near-infrared regions to 1000 nm.

The Modified Phase Mask Method which is capable of writing FBGs from 700 nm

to 1600 nm with one 1280 nm phase mask is well-suited to develop this sensor

system [711.

A simple FBG strain sensor system, as shown in Fig 3.1, requires a broadband

light source pigtailed to singlemode fiber, two fiber Bragg reflectors at

approximately the same wavelength as the light source, two 50:50 couplers, and a

photodetector. Stretching or compressing the first grating ("the sensor") causes a

shift in its reflected center wavelength due to the change in the grating period. This

new wavelength is reflected into the second grating ("the filter") through a 50:50

coupler. Because the original wavelength was shifted, the reflection from the

second grating will show an overall change in the amplitude of the light. The

change in amplitude can easily be determined with a photodetector.
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Figure 3.1: Detailed FBG reflection strain sensor system.

The following pages outline the development of several components of this

short-wavelength system; including the short wavelength sources, a fiber recoater,

a source-fiber pigtailing module, and the writing of short wavelength FBGs. The

first topic is the development of super-luminescent edge-emitting light emitting

diodes (SELEDs) from low-cost commercial laser diodes through the use of

deposited multilayer dielectric thin film facet coatings. A thin film modeling

program, written in Matlab for designing these coatings is described. Finally, the

details of a fiber pigtail module designed for the SELEDs and a fiber recoater are

explained. Since we used a commercially purchased PD-LD PLD-DS 1 500-PH2-

pigtailed Si photodetector, there is no discussion of it here.

3.1 SUPER-LUMINESCENT LIGHT EMITTING DIODE

FABRICATION

The first major requirement for a low cost FBG sensor system is a short

wavelength broadband source of reasonable power pigtailed to a singlemode fiber.
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In general, laser diodes in the visible and infrared region with CW powers of 3-

5mW are available at low cost. However, unlike light emitting diodes, these

sources have spectral bandwidths of 2-5 nm. As a compromise, super-luminescent

light emitting diodes have full-width half maximums on the order of 1O-2Onm and

CW powers of up to approximately 1 mW. But these sources are rarely available in

the visible or near-infrared wavelength ranges, nor are they generally pigtailed to

single-mode fiber. Therefore, the simplest and cheapest solution is to design and

fabricate the prototype super-luminescent edge-emitting light emitting diode in-

house. This is done by depositing an anti-reflection (AR) coating onto commercial

laser diodes and pigtailing the resulting SELED to singlemode fiber. The AR

coating prevents the cavity from lasing by reducing the feedback from the output

facet thereby transforming the laser diode into a super-luminescent LED.

3.1.1 Anti-Reflection Coating Fundamentals

Anti-reflection coatings, dielectric polarizers, beamsplitters, mirrors, and band-

pass filters are made by depositing thin, multilayer dielectric films onto substrates.

In all these cases, the mathematical model assumes that light of a particular

wavelength is initially traveling in material A, passes through N thin dielectric

films, and exits into material B as shown in Fig. 3.2. The indices of refraction (n)

of each of the materials present, the thicknesses (t) of each thin film, and the angle

of entry of the light (sb,,,) determine the power transmittance (T) and reflectance

(R).
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Figure 3.2: Light transitions through multilayer dielectric films. L represents low

n material; H represents high n material.

Each thin film is characterized by the matrix;

M -[
COSS7 1

- up 1=Imii (3.1)
sn [m1 m

sin i sinb2,r
P+1] (3.2)6p øp =

!$%
flP

u, =ncosØ (3.3)

nu= p (3.4)
p

where is the angle between the ray propagation direction and the surface normal

in layer p and is the thickness of layer p. Equation 3.3 is for polarizations

perpendicular to the plane of incidence, and Equation 3.4 is for polarizations
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parallel to the plane of incidence. The multilayer coating system is then the

sequential product of these matrices:

M =HM (3.5)

In particular, for an anti-reflection coating calculation, we assume that the

incident light is normal to the laser facet, so

(2r)nt
Ø =Ø =Oand (3.6)

A0

To achieve fully destructive interference, we require each film thickness to be an

odd integral multiple of a quarter wavelength;

t =?2_ (3.7)
4n

These requirements simplify the above matrix, for both polarizations into

M = n,, (3.8)
inp 0

After calculating the resulting characteristic matrix M , we can determine the

electric field reflection coefficient
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(m1 +?fll2flb)fla (m21 +mflnb)

(3.9)

(m11 + ml2nb )n0 + (m21 + m 22gb)

which easily resolves into the intensity reflection coefficient and the intensity

transmission coefficient [64 - 68].

R=1r12 (3.10)

T=1R (3.11)

3.1.2 Thin Film Modeling

Thm film characteristic matrix calculations are not difficult but are rather long

and detailed. To decrease processing time for the SELED coating designs and limit

errors, a thin film modeling program was developed in Matlab. By utilizing the

mathematical model above, this program calculates the transmitted percentage of

light within a specified wavelength range through a series of thin films. The

program was used to determine the most effective materials and layer sequence to

use in making SELEDs from laser diodes and the required thicknesses for each

deposited film.

Although the program is aptly suited to compute anti-reflection coatings, it was

originally designed for general thin film calculations. Given an incident angle, it

can determine the transmission coefficient of both perpendicular and parallel

polarizations and allows each film thickness to be entered separately. Any of a

variety of user-selectable standard materials can be chosen for the incident medium,

the exit medium, and each thin film layer. The index of refraction, n(?), of each
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standard material available is determined using Selmeier equations or a polynomial

fit to available refractive index data. The user selects the incident angle, the number

or layers, the material and thickness of each layer, the wavelength range of interest,

and the wavelength step distance between calculation points. Using the predefmed,

wavelength-dependent index of refraction data, the program then computes the

percent transmission at each wavelength step. Smaller steps require more

calculation time but graph the most accurate results. The most recent addition to

this program is an easy to use Visual Basic GUI interface programmed by Kyle

Altendorf to my requirements.

3.1.3: Anti-Reflection Film Design

Before the thin film program can be used effectively, the characteristics of

any pre-existing passivation coatings for each laser diode, including the materials

and their thicknesses must be precisely known. For commercial diodes, this

information is not readily available. We only had access to the front facet of the

laser diodes due to their prepackaged geometry. However, by successfully spoiling

the reflectivity of the front facet we should still be able to alter the laser into an

SELED source. AR coatings are designed by recognizing that a material with a

quarter wavelength thickness has a phase difference of between its upper and

lower interfaces at that given wavelength. On reflection at a low index-to-high

index boundary, a r phase change occurs. After traveling back through the layer

and exiting the material, the back-reflected signal exactly cancels that signal

reflected from the top surface. For normal incidence, using the notation of section

3.1.1, a perfect single layer AR coating requires
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which simplifies to [64, 67, 68].

Pu =(nn)

(3.10)

(3.11)

Although this is a clear equation, the problem lies in finding a material with

the exact index of refraction needed. In particular, for the 790 nm LD, we measure

its effective index (NA) as 3.39. The output medium was air with a refractive index

(n8) equal to 1.0. So, a single layer AR coating requires a material with an index

of refraction of 1.84 and a quarter wavelength thickness of 0. 107 Inn. The

material with the closest index of refraction is hafnium oxide (Hf02) with n = 1.97

in the infrared region. Using this material, instead of the "ideal" n = 1.84 material

gives a remaining reflection of approximately 7% as shown in Figure 3.3(a). While

much reduced from the 25-30% uncoated reflectivity, this small value will still

produce cavity mode structure in the output. To try to decrease the residual

reflection, we designed a two-layer AR coating as shown in Figure 3.4. This

multilayer coating is outlined using the same principals mentioned previously and

again simplifies to [67, 68]

(3.12)
nl n2

(n1
)3

= (nA
)2

or (3.13)
(n2)3 nA(flB)
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Figure 3.3: Theoretical thin film coating transmission data. (a) Single layer of

Hf02 with n = 1.97. (b) Two layer coating with ZnS (n1 = 2.31) for layer one and

MgF2 (n3 = 1.36) for layer two.

Using A = 3.39 and n = 1.0, as defmed previously, we fmd n1 = 2.26 and

= 1.50. The available materials with the closest refractive index values to these

are ZnS (n1 = 2.31) for layer one and MgF2 (n3 = 1.36) for layer two. This coating
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transmission data is shown in Figure 3.3(b). Using the quarter wavelength

thickness calculation as an initial guide, multiple trials of AR coatings were

attempted by iterating the thicknesses. The fmal results follow in section 4.1.

nA ni n2 nB
diode facet air

HIL

ti t2

Figure 3.4: Two-layer dielectric coating on diode facet

The same method was used to choose thin film materials and thicknesses

for the 850 rim LD; however a passivation layer of unknown thickness and

unknown material was present on the laser diode front facet. We assumed this

material was A1203, a commonly used passivation material, and attempted to design

around this layer by including its possible thicknesses into the thin film

calculations. As we again approximated the laser diode effective index as 3.39, we

used the same materials, ZnS and MgF2, at quarter wavelength thicknesses

calculated at 850 nm for the AR coating trials. The results of these trials are also

discussed in section 4.1.
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3.1.4 Pigtail Module and Fiber Tweezers

For easy use in a sensor system, the SELED source must be coupled to a

singlemode (SM) optical fiber. A pigtailing module and fiber "tweezers" were

designed for ease of fiber alignment and SELED stability. The pigtailing module

provides a rigid location for the SELED centered on the expected fiber location. It

also acts as a heat sink for the source. The fiber tweezers must gently but firmly

hold the fiber over an XYZ positioning stage, allowing the pigtailing module to be

positioned for maximum coupling of light into the fiber, and release the fiber when

the epoxy is set without jarring the fiber or hitting the mount. The 5-7 j.tm core size

of singlemode fiber means that the fiber must be positioned within ±1 jim for good

coupling efficiency. After the fiber is placed, Norland Chemical 906 UV cured

glass epoxy P/N 8101 is dropped onto the fiber where it comes into contact with the

aluminum mount. Then the light is optimally coupled (-20% with the SELED and

SM 800 nm fiber) into the fiber. Finally, when there is maximum light coupling,

the epoxy is cured with UV light for twenty four hours. After curing, the fiber is

then released from the fiber tweezers, and the pigtail module can be used. A

photograph of the pigtail module is shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 shows the fiber

tweezers in use.
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Figure 3.5: Pigtailing module.

Figure 3.6: Fiber tweezers in use.
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3.2 SHORT WAVELENGTH FIBER BRAGG GRATING

MANUFACTURE

Using the Modified Phase Mask technique, multiple trials were made to

manufacture singlemode FBGs at the source wavelengths of 790 nm and 850 nm.

Because of the limited bandwidth and the weak light output of the super-

luminescent light emitting diode made, we were unable to verify a grating written

at the appropriate wavelengths from methods a through h. However, using a white-

light halogen source and larger core 50/125 graded index multimode (MM) silica

fiber, we have successfully written MM gratings at 856 nm and 815 nm.

a. A 790 nm grating attempt in SMF-28 using a 1300 nm 50:50 coupler.

Viewed in reflection.

b. A 790 nm grating attempt in SMF-28 using an 850 nm 50:50 coupler with

4/80 jim fiber spliced to 8/125 jim fiber. Viewed in reflection.

c. A 790 nm grating attempt in SMF-28 using an FC connectorized 850 nm

50:50 coupler with 4/80 jim fiber and FC connectorized 8/125 jim fiber.

Viewed in reflection.

d. A 790 nm grating attempt in 50/125 jim GRIN fiber. Viewed in

transmission.

e. A 790 nm grating attempt in 4/125 p.m fiber using an FC connectorized 850

nm 50:50 coupler. Viewed in reflection and transmission.

f. Method (e) was attempted at 842 nm using an 842 nm Newport surface-

emitting LED to increase the full-width half maximum. Viewed in

transmission and reflection.

g. Sequential gratings in the same fiber line (SMF-28) were attempted at 842

nm using method (1). Viewed in transmission.
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h. An 842 nm grating attempted in multimode 50/125 p.m GRIN fiber using

the 842 nm Newport light emitting diode. Viewed in reflection and

transmission.

3.3 FIBER RECOATER

In order to fabricate a Bragg grating, a section of optical fiber must be stripped

of its acrylic buffer to allow exposure of the core. This stripping process makes the

optical fiber susceptible to water vapor weakening and not easily utilized in

applications without breakage. Recoating of the stripped region is needed soon

after grating writing to maintain fiber integrity, so a device was designed and

fabricated to recoat the stripped section of fiber to increase tensile strength of the

fiber without damaging the Bragg grating. This process needed to be repeatable

and use a material that keeps the fiber free of dust particles and water, since these

can also cause breakage. Both a recoater and a curing oven, which could easily

pass over and around the fiber, were designed and built. Each new coat around the

core needed to be uniform, without a significant increase in the circumference of

the pre-existing coating of the non-stripped sections. The recoater was developed

from a similar device designed by E.J Friebele, et al was chosen as a reference

model [69]. This was then improved by separating the curing oven from the

polyimide recoater and placing both on a linear translation rail while holding the

optical fiber stationary. A fiber channel and a polyimide coating reservoir were

included to achieve a circularly uniform coating. A polyimide solution was chosen

to recoat the fiber as E.J. Friebele suggested, aluminum to fabricate the curing cart

and recoater cart, 50 W cartridge heaters, and a thin ceramic thermal barrier to

preserve the roller bearings in the curing cart for multiple uses.
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Figure 3.7: Fiber Recoater. The recoater cart is on the right and the curing oven is

on the left.

The entire recoater is small, table mountable, and was designed to work on

spliced fiber sections. A photograph of the OSU fiber recoater is shown in Fig 3.6

with the recoater cart on the right and the curing oven on the left. Both units slide

on the rail below. The fiber lays down the center and is clamped finger tight on

both sides. Scale size is set by 1 inch spaced holes on the optical table.

The recoater system was initialized by positioning both the curing and

recoater carts at the far left of the rail, and opening the lids on both units to allow

fiber insertion. The curing cart was kept out of contact with the recoater cart to

reduce heat transfer. The fiber was placed into the milled grooves of the recoater

cart and the end posts so that the bare portion of fiber passed through the large

channel of the recoating and curing carts. The fiber was long enough to allow

clamping of the acrylic buffer at both ends of the rail and had at least 6 cm of fiber

beyond the stripped section to ensure proper coating.
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After clamping both ends of the optical fiber and closing the curing cart lid,

the curing cart was heated to approximately 200°C and the polyimide solution was

prepared with 60% polyimide and 40% 1-Methyl 2-pyrrolidone solvent to thin the

solution. Once the curing oven's channel was at the correct temperature

(monitored by a thermocouple inside the oven block), a very small drop of

polyimide solution was applied to the basin of the recoater cart. Then the cart lid

was closed, and the entire cart passed over the stripped section of fiber to the right.

The curing cart was then slid to the right leaving behind a thin, uniform layer of

polyimide surrounding the formerly bare grating section of the fiber. This was left

for approximately 5-7 minutes until the polyimide had cured.

During this time, an optical tissue was passed over the basin and lid to clean

the recoater cart. This ensured that any additional polyimide solution did not

damage the pre-existing fiber coating. Generally this process was repeated once

more to give a two-layer protective polyimide coating and then the optical fiber

was removed by lifting both carts lids and releasing the clamps. Finally, to ensure

that the polyimide coating was fully cured, the entire fiber length was left hanging

overnight. This process gave the stripped and recoated section approximately the

same tensile strength as the rest of the fiber.
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Low Cost, Short Wavelength Fiber Bragg Grating
Strain Sensor Systems

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Although most current sensor systems use telecom wavelength components,

FBG sensors may be fabricated at any wavelength. This flexibility allows the

integration of multiple sensors into one system simply by designing each sensor to

have a different wavelength. It also allows easy interrogation by wavelength

division de-multiplexing. For these reasons, researchers can tailor sensor systems

to any preexisting conditions or requirements including shorter center wavelengths.

To this end, I have produced a 790 nm SELED from a commercial laser diode, a

pigtail mount with precision tweezers for positioning the fiber, a fiber recoater, and

MM Fiber Bragg Gratings at 815 nm and 860 nm.

Beyond flexibility, the next most important factors of any fiber Bragg

grating sensor are cost and sensitivity with the center frequency affecting both. I

chose to compare the short wavelength system with its telecommunications

equivalent because, currently, most fiber Bragg grating sensors are developed in the

1300-1550 nm range.

4.1 AR COATING DESIGN RESULTS

We found laser diode sources of 3-5 mW power levels at 790 nm and 850 rim

for $6 and $8 each, respectively. The 790 nm lasers were 5 mW Sanyo model

DL3 150- 101 devices in "frame type" packages. The 850 rim lasers were 5 mW

Rohm model RLD-85PC devices in "p type" standard 5.6 mm, TO-18 packages.



Both are shown in Fig. 4.1. The Sanyo 790 nm LD package is 4.2mm square x 1.9

mm high, not including the side prongs. The Thorlabs 850 nm LD is 5.6 mm

diameter x 2.3 mm high with can covering. Multiple batches of both the 790 nm

and 850 nm laser diodes were coated. For each test, a two layer anti-reflection

coating was calculated using the Matlab program discussed in section 3.1.2. The

Sanyo 850 nm LDs required removal of the "can" in order to access the diode face

(Fig 4.2). However, the Thorlabs 790 nm LDs did not need any preparation as the

front facet was already exposed.

Figure 4.1: LD packages. 790 nm on the left. 850 nm on the right.

I deposited the dielectric layers by thermal evaporation in a vacuum

chamber at Oregon State University. Before and after depositing the anti-reflection

coatings, each laser was characterized by measuring its I-V (forward bias current

vs. applied voltage) and L-I (optical power vs. forward bias current) curves and its

spectrum. For each laser diode, the thicknesses were recalculated according to the

previous laser diode's results and refined to the lowest reflection. Initially, both the
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790 nm LD and the 850 nm LD were assumed to have a passivation layer of

unknown thickness and material on each facet. However as each thin film design

was optimized to reach the lowest reflection, I discovered that the 790 nm laser

diode did not appear to have this extra layer.

S

Figure 4.2: 850nm LD after "can" removal.

After multiple deposition iterations, a Sanyo 790 nm laser diode was

successfully converted into a super-luminescent light emitting diode as shown

below in Fig. 4.3. By the SELED spectra measurements of this device, it is now

suitable for a short wavelength FBG strain sensor system, although the drive

current required was approximately 6 mA above the original lasing threshold.
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790nm LD & SELED Spectra

1100
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Figure 4.3: Successfully converted 790 nm SELED Spectra. This spectra was

taken before and after the 2-layer coating run.

Besides the Sanyo 790 nm laser diodes, fabrication of an 850 nm SELED was

attempted. Because of the unknown passivation layer, this task was much more

difficult. Eventually, the lasing capability of one laser diode was dropped enough

to measure the wavelength and full-width half maximum of its cavity modes. This

allowed a determination of an effective index of refraction of 3.81 for the 850 nm

laser diodes with its unknown passivation coating. This index was then substituted

into the Matlab program to improve thin film calculations. However, with the

success of the 790 nm SELED, there was less need to continue to create an 850 nm

SELED, and a Newport 842 nm surface-emitting LED was substituted in the FBG

sensor system for the initial trials. The spectrum of the most recently coated 850

m diode is shown below in Fig. 4.4. Clearly, the passivation layer is dominant

and the deposited thin film layers have very little effect.
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850nm coated and uncoated LD spectrum
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Figure 4.4: 850 nm LD. This spectra was taken before and after 2-layer AR coating

run with unknown passivation layer on laser.

4.2 SHORT WAVELENGTH FBG MANUFACTURE RESULTS

There aie many possible reasons that, using the methods described in section

3.2, we were unable to observe detectable SM FBGs. In all these methods, a small

error in the mirror angles produces a grating at a different FBG wavelength that

may be undetectable using the 790 nm SELED due to its limited spectral width.

Also, in reference to the 842 nm Newport source, surface-emitting LEDs are

difficult to coupling efficiently into singlemode fiber due to their large diameter

beams. This limits the light intensity available to view each grating. In addition to

weak light source coupling into the fibers, a weak grating could arise if the

interference pattern from the two 266 nm laser beams is not exactly focused onto

the fiber core. A weak grating would cause the reflected light to be on the order of

the detector noise of our HP 70004A optical spectrum analyzer and, therefore,
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unrecognizable when viewed in reflection or transmission. For method (g) from

section 3.2, the sequential gratings may also have caused destructive interference

within the Fabry-Perot cavity created.

To test the possibilities of incorrect mirror angles and insufficient light

source bandwidth, method (f) from section 3.2 was attempted in multimode 50/125

GRIN fiber at multiple mirror angles around the predicted angle. Each mirror angle

shift fabricated a grating, but at a wavelength larger than expected. Angles that

were calculated for FBGs at 895 nm, 920 nm, and 945 nm produced gratings at 985

nm, 1006.8 nm, and 1013.4 nm respectively. These gratings were verified in

reflection by using a tiny halogen blackbody source FC connectorized to the

multimode fiber. As expected, these gratings were not visible with the 790 nrn

SELED or with the 842 nm Newport light emitting diode because these sources

have no emission in the wavelength region of the FBGs manufactured.

An attempt was made to over-expose long FBGs at double the necessary

wavelength and view the second order Bragg reflection lines. The strength of the

over-exposed grating reduces the length necessary to fully reflect the source light

and thereby broadens the spectrum beyond a Gaussian shape. This shifts the

Fourier spatial spectrum and causes a second-order Bragg line to develop [8]. A

1622 nm FBG was written in this manner in SMF-28 and verified, in reflection,

with both the 1550 nm light emitting diode and the blackbody source. Then a

"second-order reflection" line at 811 nm was visible when sweeping the optical

spectrum analyzer in the 790 mn to 830 nm range, while viewing the reflection

using the blackbody source, and a 1500 nm 50:50 coupler. To verify this reading,

we viewed the grating again in the 790 nm to 830 nm range using the 1550 nm

source instead of the halogen lamp. At this wavelength, the 811 nm "second-order"

grating cannot reflect any of the 1550 nm light, however, the second-order

reflection line was still noted. This indicated that the "second-order reflection"

detected by the optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) at 811 nm was a false reading.
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This is perhaps due to the spectra hitting the metal grating present inside the USA

near the edge of its wavelength range.

4.3 RECOATER RESULTS

The recoater system detailed in section 3.3 produces repeatable results of

increased tensile strength with uniform coverage over a 3 cm or less stripped fiber

section. Typical uncoated and recoated fibers are shown in Fig. 4.5. The top fiber

shows a bare stripped FBG section, the middle fiber is a typical succesfully

polyimide recoated FBG, and the bottom is a poorly recoated FBG showing

polyimide beading. Surface tension can be a problem, causing beading of the

polyimide along the recoated FBG. This can be minimized by proper dilution of

the polyimide solution and by adjusting the rate of pull of the recoating basin along

the fiber. Once properly recoated, the fibers are quite robust. Their fracture

minimum radius is essentially that of the original acrylic-coated fiber.

Figure 4.5: Typical fiber results. Stripped fiber (above). Successfully recoated

fiber (middle). Poorly recoated fiber with polyimide beading (bottom).
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4.4 COST ANALYSIS

Although this FBG strain system could work effectively at any wavelength,

it would only be a low cost system in the visible and near infrared regions. The

reason for this is simply that optical components that work in the 1200-1600 nm

range are more expensive. To subjectively evaluate the cost differences between

the two systems, I used current component prices from the Thorlabs Online Product

Catalog [70] and the JM Fiber Optics online catalog [71].

Table 4.1 lists the components and prices for each system as well as the

total system cost. The fiber Bragg gratings were evaluated for an in-lab production

cost of approximately $50 each, independent of wavelength. This included the

approximated costs to maintain the laser, purchase and prepare the fiber, write the

grating at any wavelength, and recoat the stripped section with polyimide. I used

this price instead of the commercial prices because a mass-produced 1300 nm

grating is valued at approximately $100 apiece, whereas a short wavelength grating

of 790-850 nm is considered a special order item and may cost upwards of $500

each [72]. An InGaAs photodetector cost $200, whereas a silicon photodetector

only costs $75. Even more striking is that a commercial pigtailed 1300 nm light

emitting diode (LED) costs $820, but a pigtailed 790 nm super luminescent LED

only costs $360, when built in-lab. This large difference is even more apparent in

the base cost for a l3lOnm diode, $467 compared to a 790nm diode, $7. For both

the 1300 nm and the 800 nm range, the 50:50 couplers are $135 each. This cost

analysis must also include $10/meter for 790 nm singlemode fiber and $13/meter

for singlemode 1300 nm fiber, using a total of ten meters per each system. Adding

in an additional $150 for miscellaneous equipment and electronics.

Summing the entire systems results in a 790 nm strain system cost of

approximately $1005, and a 1300 nm strain system cost of a minimum of $1620.



This is a significant difference most apparent in the cost of the sources and

photodetector expenses. Since these are determined by the wavelength, it is

evident that the 790 nm short wavelength system is much less expensive than the

1300 nm telecommunication wavelength system.

Component 1300 nm System COST 790 mn System COST
Source 1300 nm LED, 790 nm Laser Diode $7

singlemode Anti-reflection coating $8
FC connectorized Vacuum Syst. Maint. $25

Pigtail Module $20
Laborl2hrs $300

$820 790 nm SELED total $360
50:50 1300 nm coupler, FC $135 790 nm coupler, FC $135

Coupler x 2 $270 x 2 $270
Fiber Corning SMF-28 $13/m 3M FS-SN-4224 $10/m

x 10 meters $130 x 10 meters $100
Photo- InGaAs 800-1800 nm Si PIN 350-1100 nm

detector pigtailed $200 pigtailed $75
Fiber Bragg 1315 nm center 790 nm center

Grating (in-lab) $50 (in-lab) $50
Misc. Electronics, splicing, Electronics, splicing,

packaging, etc. $150 packaging, etc. $150
Total $1620 $1005

Table 4.1: Cost Comparison of 1300 nm and 790 nm FBG strain sensor systems.

4.5 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

A theoretical sensitivity evaluation was very simple to calculate using the

strain formula Equation 2.2, given in section 2.1 of this thesis.
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= B (1 Pe )e + 'B (aA + a )zT (2.2)

Defining as 790 nm and 1300 nm, and then using the common factor of optical

fiber neff
as 1.47, the sensitivity for each system is calculated to be:

= AD (1 O.2O9)/.e + AB (0.55x1O + 8.6x10 )ET (4.1)

790 nm: = [0.63 Pm/] + [7.2 Pm,/]T (4.2)

1300 nm: = [i .03P/]e + [ii .9 Pm,y']T (4.3)

This shows that these wavelengths have the same order of magnitude sensitivity for

both strain and temperature and are within detectable limits.
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The focus of this thesis is to investigate the feasibility of a low cost, short

wavelength fiber Bragg grating strain sensor system. The components that need to

be developed for such a system include a low cost, broadband pigtailed source, a

short wavelength FBG, and a technique for recoating FBGs for long-term system

reliability. This thesis outlines the construction of simple strain sensor system

including the fabrication of a super-luminescent edge emitting light emitting diode

at 790 nm, a simple pigtailing module, a novel fiber recoater, and the many

methods attempted to produce FBGs at 790 nm and 850 nm with the modified

phase mask method.

There were several difficulties with the SELED fabrication. Without the

GUI interface, it was laborious to enter data into the thin film modeling program.

However, after Kyle Altendorf wrote the new interface to my specifications and the

current index of refraction equations for each film material were loaded into the

program, the result was an uncomplicated solution to a detailed modeling problem

that any thin film designer could use. In addition to this, multiple trials were

undertaken to deposit the thin films on the order of ikA with less than 10% error

per film. I was fmally able to produce a working 790 nm SELED, but the

passivation layer present on the 850 nm LD has not yet been overcome.

The pigtailing module and the fiber recoater were less difficult than

expected to manufacture, but also presented some problems. Although the OSU



machine shop produced my simply designed pigtaiing mount, the fiber tweezers

needed to hold the fiber without any twisting, pinching, or breaking. The initial

trial of a spring-loaded hinge was unsuccessful. Instead, the final arrangement of a

counter-spring screw provided a firm grip and limited fiber rotation. On the other

hand, the fiber recoater was simply an improvement on a previous design and

proved reliable within the first few uses. Nevertheless, multiple tests of the

concentration of polymide and 1-methyl 2-pyrrolidone in solution were necessary

to reduce polyimide beading and yield a uniform coating with acceptable tensile

strength.

The most difficult element of the short wavelength strain system was the

production of 790 nm and 850 nm fiber Bragg gratings. Multimode gratings at 815

nm and 856 nm were produced but were found to be currently ineffective for this

application. However, singlemode gratings at 985 nm have been produced and the

OSU optics group continues this research.

So, despite being unable to produce a SM grating in the 750-890nm range

using the modified phase mask method, I have shown that this short wavelength

strain system is more cost effective than a similar 1300 nm strain system, has

similar performance, and could be commercially produced. I have written a

practical thin film modeling program and designed a pigtailing mount for use with

any laser diode or LED. And fmally, I have devised a crucial device to recoat

stripped fiber sections. Once singlemode FBGs are written at shorter wavelengths,

this strain system can be completed with a minimum of effort.
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5.2 FUTURE RESEARCH

The most critical component of a low-cost sensor system is the short

wavelength FBG. Although the modified phase mask method has not yet been able

to write a 750 nm wavelength singlemode FBG, theoretical analysis predicts that

this should be possible. The success of writing a SM 985 nm and a MM 815 nm

grating shows that this method is a viable solution at wavelengths much shorter

than the normal 1250 1580 nm telecommunications range. Additional work in

adjusting the tuning mirror angles, perhaps using mircrostepped motors, and

focusing into the fiber core should also allow gratings in the 750-800 nm range to

be written.

Other possible routes to a low-cost sensor system include using new

polymer optical fibers or MM glass fibers. We have recently written FBGs in MM

fiber using our own setup. As expected, a single multimode FBG produces

multiple reflection peaks due to each higher order mode having a separate

propagation angle. Using these FBGs would require more complex interrogation

methods.

To fully realize the low cost sensor system, higher intensity sources would

make the system more flexible. Super-luminescent edge-emitting LED broadband

sources with increased light intensity output and a larger spectral bandwidth would

be useful. The thin film modeling may be improved by knowing the exact effective

refractive indices of the LDs and the exact material properties and thicknesses of

the LD facet coatings. Depositing more accurate film thicknesses would also

produce better SELEDs. Another possible source is a temperature-tuned, SM laser

diode. Instead of trying to modify low-cost CD-ROM lasers to make then into

LEDs, by mounting the laser on a temperature-controlled mount, the second grating

in the sensor could be replaced by the narrow linewidth, stable laser source.



Additional studies of polyimide solutions, curing temperatures and times

are required to optimize the recoating process. Using stepper motors to move both

carts and by using computer controlled heaters connected to a thermocouple could

make additional improvements.

And fmally, using the modified phase mask method, the OSU Bragg

research group is currently attempting to produce asymmetrically chirped fiber

Bragg gratings with a ramped reflectivity response on one side of the grating for

special, large strain applications.
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The Thin Film program that follows was written using the Matlab and Visual
Basic languages. The base Matlab program, multifilms3.m, takes the user input
and analyses the thin film layers using the matrix method described in this thesis.
The additional Visual Basic programs on pages 76-90, written by Kyle Altendorf,
define the GUI frame and call the Matlab graphing program to display the results.
On page 75 of the multifilms3.m program "uout_par" is incorrectly defined as
"cos(as(c))/ns(c)." According to the matrix method described in the text, this
should be "ns(c)/cos(as(c))." However, this error does not seem to effect the
program as all comparison runs between the program and known thin film
reflection data exactly matched. Therefore a warning is given to any subsequent
users of this program.



Begin thin films matlab program code - multifllms3.m

%multfllms3.m
%this program calculates the perpendicular and parallel
%transmission coefficients for multiple layers of thin films
%on a predefined substrate.
% clear
% cif

%initializations to enter continuous loops
% continue='/;
% change_data=' all';

% while continue='y' % ----------- begin continuous program loop

%
%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%

while -(strcmp(change_data,'none'))
%input parameters
if strcmp(change_data,'al1')strcmp(change_data,'entryindex')

%note: double(int8O) shortens all entries to integers
fprintf('glass(= 1), Si(=2), Si02(=3), air(=4), laser(=5)\n')
entryindex= double(int8(input('What is the incident material?')));
if entryindex==5 %define the index of refraction for a laser

laserindex=input('What is the index of the laser?');
end

end
if strcmp(change_data,'all')strcmp(change_data,'angle')

dai= input('Enter the incident angle in degrees =
end
if strcmp(change_data,'all')strcmp(change_data,'wavelength')

top= inputCEnter the largest wavelength in urn =
bottom= input('Enter the smallest wavelength in urn =
step= input('Enter wavelength step in urn =

%Define the range of wavelengths
w= bottom:step:top;

size(w)
end
if strcmp(change_data,'all')strcmp(change_data,'substrate')

%note: double(int8O) shortens all entries to integers
substrate= double(int8(input('Is the substrate glass(= 1), Si(=2), Si02(=3), or Air(=4)? ')));

end
if strcmp(change_data,'layer')

fprintf('\nYou have %f layers.\nPick a layer number to change\n', nlayers);
c=double(int8(input('What layer would you like to change?>')));

%check for entries beyond nlayers and allow addition of 1 layer (see below)
if (c>(nlayers+ 1))

fprintf('Layer %f is an incorrect entry.\nYou only have %f layers. ',c,nlayers);



%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

disp('Please reenter this data')
c=nlayers;

else
reenter='y';

while reenter=='y'
fprintf('\nSi= 1, MgF2=2, cyolite=3, ZziS=4,');
disp(TFO=5, SiO=6, Si02=7, A1203=8, other=9');
material(c)=double(int8(input('What material is this layer?')));

if material(c)==9 %Define the index of refraction for this layer
temp=input('Enter the coefficients in brackets A+BwCw2+DwI3+EwA4>');
for n=l:5

index(c,n)=temp(n);
end

end

if-(material(c)==[l 234567 89])
fprintf('\nMaterial for layer %f incorrectly entered \n',c);
disp('Please reenter data for this layer');
reenter='y';

else
thickness(c)=input('What is the thickness of this layer in urn?');
if c > nlayers %allows the addition of 1 layer

nlayers=c;
end

reenter='n';
end

end
end

end
if strcmp(change_data,'all')strcmp(change_data, 'numlayers')

nlayers= double(int8(input('Enter the number of layers (at least 1) =')));

fprintf('n');
disp(Pilni data must be entered in the order that light propagates');
disp('Layer 1 interfaces with the entry material and so on to');
disp(' the final layer interfaced with the substrate');

rnaterial=zeros( 1 ,nlayers); %reinitialize data holders
thickness=zeros(1 ,nlayers);
c= 1; %initialize counting variable
while c < nlayers+ 1

layer = c
fprintf('nSi=l, MgF2=2, cyolite=3, ZnS-4,');
disp('ITO=5, SiO=6, Si02=7, A1203=8, other=9');
material(c)=double(int8(input('What material is this layer?')));

74
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%
%
%
%

%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%

if material(c)==9 %Define the index of refraction for this layer
temp=input('Enter the coefficients in brackets A+Bw+Cw'2+Dw'3+EwM>');
for n=1:5

index(c,n)=temp(n);
end

end
if-.(material(c)==[l 2 34 567 8 9])

fprintf('nMaterial for layer %f incorrectly entered n',c);
disp('Please reenter data for this layer');
c=c- 1; %decrement counter to allow for data reentry

else
thickness(c)=input('What is the thickness of this layer in urn?');

end

c=c+ 1; %increment counter to get to next layer
end

end

%allow additional changes to data while in loop
fprintf('\n');
disp('choices are: "all", "none' "layer", "angle");
disp('"wavelength", "substrate", "liumlayers", "entryindex");
changedata=input( 'What else would you like to change?>');

end

%Tefl user that calculations have begun
fprintf('\nCalculations have begun');

%Define the entry material's index of refraction
if entryindex= 1 %Borosilicate Crown glass (BK7)

ni= 1.4891 8+((.00845208.*(w.A2))./(9+(w.A2)))+((.0l72005.*(w.A2))J(.09+(w/%2)));
elseifentryindex=2 %silicon for w=l.l5um to 1.7um

ni=3.4 1696 + (0. 1384971((w/'2)-O.028)) + (0.013924f(((w.A2)O.O28)A2))...
(O.0000209.*(w/2)) + (0.000000148.*(w.A4));

elseifentryindex=3 %Si02 for w=lum to 1.lum

(0.11624 14y2))+((0.8974794.*(w.A2))./((w.I2)(9.896 161 )"2))).'( 1/2));
elseif entryindex=4 %air

ni= 1 .*w./w;
elseif entryindex=5

ni=laserindex. *w/w;

else
fprintf('\nentryindex incorrect. Using previous value: %f, ni);

end

%Define the substrate's index of refraction (1 .52.*w./w;)
if substrate== 1 %Borosilicate Crown glass (BK7)

ns=1.489
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elseif substrate==2 %silicon for w= 1. lSum to 1.7um
ns=3.4 1696 + (0. 138497./((w!¼2)O.028)) + (0.013924J(((wi'2)-0.028).'2))...

(O.00002O9.*(w.2)) + (O.000000148.*(w/*4));
elseif substrate==3 %Si02 for w=lum to 1.7um

(0.11624 161 )A2)))A( 1/2));

elseif substrate==4 %Air
ns=1.*w./w;

else
fprintf(\nsubstrate entry incorrect. Using previous value: %f, ns);

end

%change units for processing
ai= dai*piIl8o; %degrees to radians
as_asin(sin(ai).*niJns); %find transmitted angle into substrate

%Jnitialize Matrix variables for size consistency
t_perp=size(w);
T_perp=size(w);
t_par=size(w);
T_par=size(w);

for c= 1 :length(w)
M_par=[1,0; 0,11; %begin M as identity matrix
M_perp=[1,0; 0,11;

for p=1:nlayers
switch material(p) %define the index of refraction for this layer
casel %Siwinum

np=3.4 1696 + (0.1 38497/((w(c)"2)-0.028)) + (0.01 39241(((w(c)"2)-0.028)"2))...
(0.0000209*(w(c)2)) + (0.000000148*(w(c)1\4));

case 2 %MgF2 w in Angstroms
np=(1.3753+ (36.62/((w(c)* 10"4)-1493)));

case 3 %cryolite
np= 1;

case 4 %ZnS (used eqn for cubic zinc sulfide)w in Angstroms
np=(5. 131+ (1.275* 10/¼7)/((w(c)* 10/4)A2.732* 10'7))'( 1/2);

case 5 %ITO
np= 1;

case 6 %SiO, flat line index of refraction for now
np=1.90;

case 7 %Si02
np=((1+((0.696 1663*(w(c)I%2))/((w(cy2)

(0.0684043)A2))i((0.4079426*(w(c)t2))/((w(c)A2)...
(0.11624 14)2))+((O.8974794*(w(c)I\2))/((w(c)A2)(9.896 161 )'2)))"( 1/2));

case 8 %A1203 this index of refraction is approx from Kim paper
%App Phys Lett, 71(25),Dec 1997

np=polyval([-. 145, .890, -2.089, 2.337, -1.293,1.897),w(c));
case 9 %other
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np=index(p, 1 )+ (index(p,2)/((w(c)A2)O.O28)) + (index(p,3)/(((w(c)"2)-...
O.028))"2)+ index(p,4)*(w(c)d\2) + index(p,5)*(w(cY4);

otherwise
end

%Find the transmitted angle into this layer at this wavelength
ap=asin(sin(ai)*ni(c)/np);

%Compute the matrix elements, see 'Laser Engineering', Kelin Kuhn, pgs 242-245
d=2*pi*(np*thickness(p)*cos(ap))/w(c); %angle delta

ul_perp=np*cos(ap);
ul_par=cos(ap)/np;

uin_perp=ni(c)*cos(ai);
uin_par=cos(ai)/ni(c);

uout_perp=ns(c)*cos(as(c));
uout_par=cos(as(c))/ns(c);

%effective n for this layer & W

%effective n for entering wave

%effective n for leaving wave & w

%Compute the Mp Matrix for this layer, parallel and perpendicular transmission
Mp_perp= [cos(d), (_i*sin(d)/ul_perp); _i*ul_perp*sin(d), cos(d)];
Mp_par= [cos(d), (i*sin(d)/u1_par); _i*ul...par*sin(d), cos(d)};

%Compute the M Matrix so far, parallel and perpendicular transmission
MerM..perp*Mpperp;
Mpar=M_par*Mppar;

%Compute the visible transmission(T) so far, parallel and perpendicular
t_perp(c)= (2*uinperp)/(((Mperp(l, 1)+(uout...perp*Mperp(1 ,2)))*uin_perp)...

+(M_perp(2, 1 )+(uout_perp*M_perp(2,2))));
T_perp(c)= t..perp(c)*(conj(t_perp(c)))*uout_perp/uin_perp;

t_par(c)= (2*uin_par)/(((M_par( 1 ,1)(uout_par*M...par(1 ,2)))*uin_par)...
(M_par(2, 1)+(uout_par*M_par(2,2))));

T_par(c)= tpar(c)*(conj(t_par(c)))*uouLpar/uinpar;

end
end

%the below gives two functions on same plot wldiff colors, including a legend
plot(w,T_par,'b',w,T_perp,'r'),axis([bottom top 0 1]),...

title('Film Transmission Analysis'), xlabel('wavelength (urn)),...
ylabel('transmission), legend('parallel', 'perpendicular'), grid;

%temporary plot command for error analysis
% plot(w,T_par),axis([bouom top 0 1]),...
% title('Film Transmission Analysis'), xlabel('wavelength (urn)),...
% ylabel('transmission');

%hold on



% continue=input('\nDo you wish to retry the simulation? ("y" or 'n")>');
% if -(strcmp(continue,'y') strcmp(continue,'))
% disp('incorrect entry, assuming yes');
% continue='y';
% end
% if strcmp(continue,'y')
% fprintf("n');
% disp('choices are: "all", "none", "layer", "angle");
% disp('"wavelength", "ubstrate", "numlayers", "entryindex");
% change_data=input('What would you like to change?>');
% end
%
% thickness
%
% end
% % ---------- end continuous loop program

Begin thin films visual basic code - multifllms.vbw

VERSION 5.00
Begin VB.Form Form 1

BorderStyle = 1 'Fixed Single
Caption = "MultiFihns"
ClientHeight = 7695
ClientLeft = 45
ClientTop = 360
ClientWidth = 5895
LinkTopic = "Formi"
MaxButton = 0 'False
ScaleHeight = 7695
ScaleMode = 0 'User
ScaleWidth = 5895
StartUpPosition = 3 'Windows Default
Begin VB.Frame LayerFrame

Caption = "Layerl"
Height = 975
Index =6
Left = 2640
Tablndex = 51
Top =6600
Width = 2775
Begin VB.TextBox LayerThick

Height = 285
Index =6
Left = 1320
Tablndex = 21
Text = "Text4"
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Top = 480
Width = 1335

End
Begin VB.ComboBox Layerindex

Height = 315
Index =6
Left =120
Style = 2 Dropdown List
Tablndex = 20
Top = 480
Width = 1095

End
Begin VB.Label LayerThicknessLabel

Caption = "Thickness:"
Height = 255
Index =6
Left = 1320
Tablndex = 53
Top =240
Width = 975

End
Begin VB.Label LayerindexLabel

Caption = "Material :1

Height = 255
Index =6
Left =120
Tablndex = 52
Top =240
Width = 735

End
End
Begin VB.CheckBox Hold

Caption = "Hold Previous Graph"
Height = 255
Left = 120
Tabindex = 23
Top =6000
Width = 1815

End
Begin VB.Frame LayerFrame

Caption = "Layer 1"
Height = 975
Index =5
Left = 2640
Tablndex = 48
Top = 5520
Width = 2775
Begin VB.ComboBox Layerindex

Height = 315
Index =5



Left =120
Style = 2 Dropdown List
Tablndex = 18
Top = 480
Width = 1095

End
Begin VB.TextBox LayerThick

Height = 285
Index =5
Left = 1320
Tablndex = 19
Text = "Text4"
Top = 480
Width = 1335

End
Begin VB.Label LayerindexLabel

Caption = "Material :"
Height = 255
Index =5
Left =120
Tablndex = 50
Top =240
Width = 735

End
Begin VB.Label LayerThicknessLabel

Caption = "Thickness:"
Height = 255
Index =5
Left = 1320
Tablndex = 49
Top =240
Width = 975

End
End
Begin VB.Frame LayerFrame

Caption = "Layer 1"
Height = 975
Index =4
Left =2640
Tablndex = 45
Top = 4440
Width = 2775
Begin VB.ComboBox Layerindex

Height = 315
Index =4
Left =120
Style = 2 Dropdown List
Tablndex = 16
Top = 480
Width = 1095



End
Begin VB.TextBox LayerThick

Height = 285
Index =4
Left = 1320
Tablndex = 17

Text = "Text4"
Top = 480
Width = 1335

End
Begin VB.Label LayerindexLabel

Caption = "Material
Height = 255
Index =4
Left =120
Tablndex = 47
Top = 240
Width = 735

End
Begin VB.Label LayerThicknessLabel

Caption = "Thickness :"
Height = 255
Index =4
Left = 1320
Tablndex = 46
Top =240
Width = 975

End
End
Begin VB.Frame LayerFrame

Caption = "Layerl'
Height = 975
Index =3
Left = 2640
Tablndex = 42
Top = 3360
Width = 2775
Begin VB.TextBox LayerThick

Height = 285
Index = 3
Left = 1320
Tablndex = 15
Text = "Text4"
Top = 480
Width = 1335

End
Begin VB.ComboBox Layerindex

Height = 315
Index =3
Left =120



Style = 2 Dropdown List
Tablndex = 14
Top = 480
Width = 1095

End
Begin VB.Label LayerThicknessLabel

Caption = "Thickness
Height = 255
Index = 3
Left = 1320
Tablndex = 44
Top =240
Width = 975

End
Begin VB.Label LayerindexLabel

Caption = "Material :"
Height = 255
Index =3
Left =120
Tablndex = 43
Top =240
Width = 735

End
End
Begin VB.Frame LayerFrame

Caption = "Layerl"
Height = 975
Index =0
Left = 2640
Tablndex = 39
lop = 120
Width = 2775
Begin VB.TextBox LayerThick

Height = 285
Index =0
Left = 1320
Tablndex = 9
Text = "Text4"
Top = 480
Width = 1335

End
Begin VB.ComboBox Layerindex

Height = 315
Index =0
Left =120
Style = 2 Dropdown List
Tablndex = 8
Top = 480
Width = 1095

End



Begin VB.Label LayerThicknessLabel
Caption = "Thickness:"
Height = 255
Index =0
Left = 1320
Tablndex = 41
Top =240
Width = 975

End
Begin VB.Label LayerindexLabel

Caption = "Material :"
Height = 255
Index =0
Left =120
Tablndex = 40
Top =240
Width = 735

End
End
Begin VB.VScrollBar NumLayers

Height = 7455
Left = 5520
Max =7
Mm =1
Tablndex = 22
Top = 120
Value = 1

Width = 255
End
Begin VB.CommandButton Graph

Caption = "&Graph It!"
Height = 1215
Left =120
Tablndex = 0
Top = 6360
Width = 2295

End
Begin VB.Frame LayerFrame

Caption = "Layer 1"
Height = 975
Index =2
Left = 2640
Tablndex = 36
Top = 2280
Width = 2775
Begin VB.ComboBox Layerindex

Height = 315
Index =2
Left =120
Style = 2 Dropdown List



Tabindex = 12

Top 480
Width = 1095

End
Begin VB.TextBox LayerThick

Height = 285
Index =2
Left = 1320
Tabindex = 13
Text "Text4"
Top = 480
Width = 1335

End
Begin VB.Label LayerindexLabel

Caption = "Material :"
Height = 255
Index =2
Left =120
Tablndex = 38
Top =240
Width = 735

End
Begin VB.Label LayerThicknessLabel

Caption = "Thickness :"
Height = 255
Index =2
Left = 1320
Tablndex = 37
Top =240
Width = 975

End
End
Begin VB.Frame LayerFrame

Caption = "Layer 1"
Height = 975
Index = 1

Left =2640
Tablndex = 33
Top = 1200
Width = 2775
Begin VB.TextBox LayerThick

Height = 285
Index = 1

Left = 1320
Tabindex = 11

Text = "Text4"
Top = 480
Width = 1335

End
Begin VB.ComboBox Layerindex



Height = 315
Index = 1

Left =120
Style = 2 Dropdown List
Tablndex = 10
Top = 480
Width = 1095

End
Begin VB.Label LayerThicknessLabel

Caption = "Thickness :"
Height = 255
Index = 1

Left = 1320
Tablndex = 35
Top =240
Width = 975

End
Begin VB.Label LayerindexLabel

Caption = "Material
Height = 255
Index = 1

Left =120
Tablndex = 34
Top =240
Width = 735

End
End
Begin VB.Frame Frame2

Caption = "Substrate"
Height = 975
Left =120
Tabindex = 31
Top = 4920
Width = 2295
Begin VB.ComboBox Substratelndex

Height = 315
Left =120
Style = 2 Dropdown List
Tablndex = 7
Top = 480
Width = 2055

End
Begin VB.Label Labell

Caption = "Substrateindex
Height = 255
Left =120
Tabindex = 32
Top =240
Width = 2055

End



End
Begin VB.Frame Framel

Caption = "Incident Material Info"
Height = 4575
Left =120
Tablndex = 24
Top = 120
Width = 2295
Begin VB.TextBox Laserindex

Height = 285
Left =120
Tablndex = 2
Text = "1"
Top = 1200
Width = 2055

End
Begin VB.ComboBox Entrylndex

Height = 315
Left =120
Style = 2 Dropdown List
Tablndex = 1

Top = 480
Width = 2055

End
Begin VB.TextBox IncidentAngle

Height = 285
Left =120
Tabindex = 3
Text = "0"
Top = 1920
Width = 2055

End
Begin VB.TextBox WaveTop

Height = 285
Left =120
Tablndex = 4
Text = "1"
Top = 2640
Width = 2055

End
Begin VB.TextBox WaveBottom

Height = 285
Left =120
Tablndex = 5
Text = ".4"
Top = 3360
Width = 2055

End
Begin VB.TextBox WaveStep

Height = 285



Left = 120
Tabindex = 6
Text = ".005"
Top = 4080
Width = 2055

End
Begin VB.Label Label!

Caption = "Incident Material
Height = 255
Left =120
Tablndex = 30
Top = 240
Width = 2055

End
Begin VB.Label Label2

Caption = "Laserindex :"
Height = 255
Left =120
Tablndex = 29
Top =960
Width = 2055

End
Begin VB.Label LabeI3

Caption = "IncidentAngle (degrees) :"
Height = 255
Left =120
Tablndex = 28
Top = 1680
Width = 2055

End
Begin VB.Label Label4

Caption = "Wavelength (top) :"
Height = 255
Left = 120
Tablndex = 27
Top = 2400
Width = 2055

End
Begin VB.Label LabelS

Caption = "Wavelength (step):"
Height = 255
Left =120
Tablndex = 26
lop = 3840
Width = 2055

End
Begin VB.Label Label6

Caption = "Wavelength (bottom)
Height = 255
Left =120



E:1

Tablndex = 25

Top = 3120
Width = 2055

End
End

End
Attribute VB_Name = "Formi"
Attribute VB_GlobalNameSpace = False
Attribute VB_Creatable = False
Attribute VB_Predeclaredld = True
Attribute VB_Exposed = False
Dim MatLab As Object

Dim Colorindex As Integer
Dim ColorArray As String

Private Sub Form_Load()

Colorindex =0
ColorArray = "brkmg"

Set MatLab = CreateObject("MatLab.Application")
MatL.ab.Execute ("cd" & CurDirO)

'WaveTop.Text = "in jim"
'WaveBottom.Text = "in jim"
'WaveStep.Text = "in jim"

Entrylndex.Addltem "Select..."
Entrylndex.Addlltem "glass"
Entrylndex.Addltem "Si"
Entrylndex.Addltem "Si02"

Entrylndex.Addltem "air"
Entrylndex.Addltem "laser"
Entrylndex.Listlndex = 0

Substratelndex.Addltem "Select..."
Substratelndex.Addltem "glass"
Substratelndex.Addltem "Si"
Substratelndex.Addltem "5i02"

Substratelndex.Addltem "air"
Substratelndex.Listlndex = 0

For i =0 To 6
LayerFrame(i).Caption = "Layer" & (i + 1)
LayerindexLabel(i).Caption = "Layer" & (i + 1) &" Index :"
LayerThicknessLabel(i).Caption = "Layer "& (i + 1) & "Thickness :"

Layerindex(i).Addltem "Select..."
Layerindex(i).Addltem "Si"



Layerindex(i).Addltem "MgF2"
Layerindex(i).Addltem "cyolite"
Layerindex(i).Addltem "ZnS"
Layerindex(i).Addltem "ITO"
Layerindex(i).Addltem "SiO"
Layerindex(i).Addltem "Si02"
Layerindex(i).Addltem "A1203"

Layerindex(i).Listlndex = 0
LayerThick(i).Text = "in pm"

Next i

Call NumLayers_Change

End Sub

Private Sub Graph_Click()
On Error Gob ErrCheck

Dim trash As Double

If Entrylndex.Listlndex = 0 Then
trash = MsgBox("Please select the incident material.", vbExclamation)
Exit Sub

End If

If Entrylndex.Listlndex = 5 Then 'aka, laser
ErrorLabel = "laser index"
trash = Laserindex.Text

End If

If Substratelndex.Listlndex =0 Then
trash = MsgBox("Please select the substrate material.", vbExclamation)
Exit Sub

End If

For i =0 To 6
If Layerindex(i).Enabled = True Then

If Layerindex(i).Listlndex = 0 Then
trash = MsgBox("Please select the layer" & (i + 1) &" material.", vbExclamation)
Exit Sub

End If
Else

Exit For
End If

Next i

For i =0 To 6



If LayerThick(i).Enabled = True Then
ErrorLabel = "layer " & (i + 1) & "thickness"
trash = LayerThick(i).Text

Else
Exit For

End If
Next i

ErrorLabel = "incident angle"
trash = IncidentAngle.Text
ErrorLabel = "top wave length"
trash = WaveTop.Text
ErrorLabel = "bottom wave length"
trash = WaveBottom.Text
ErrorLabel = "wave length step"
trash = WaveStep.Text

If Hold.Value = 1 Then
MatLab.Execute ("hold on")

Else
MatLab.Execute ("clear;clf')

End if

If (Colorindex >= Len(ColorArray)) Or (Hold.Value =0) Then
Colorindex =0

End If

MatLab.Execute ("paraline = ' & Right(Left(ColorArray, Colorindex + 1), 1) & "n')

MatLab.Execute ("perpline = " & Right(Left(ColorArray, Colorindex + 1), 1) & ":')
'Graph.Caption = Right(Left(ColorArray, Colorindex + 1), 1)
'If (Colorindex <(Len(ColorArray) - 1)) And (Hold.Value = 1) Then

Colorindex = Colorindex + 1
'Else

Colorindex =0
End If

MatLab.Execute ("entryindex =" & Entrylndex.Listlndex)
MatLab.Execute ("laserindex = "& Laserindex.Text)
MatLab.Execute ("dai = "& IncidentAngle.Text)
MatLab.Execute ("top = " & WaveTop.Text)
MatLab.Execute ("bottom =' & WaveBottom.Text)
MatLab.Execute ("step =" & WaveStep.Text)
MatLab.Execute ("substrate =" & Substratelndex.Listlndex)

For i = 0 To (NumLayers.Value - 1)
MatLab.Execute ("material(" & (i + 1) & ") = "& Layerindex(i).Listlndex)
MatLab.Execute ("thickness(" & (i + 1) & ") =" & LayerThick(i).Text)

Next i

MatLab.Execute ("nlayers =" & NumLayers.Value)



"JI

MatLab.Execute ('cd" & CurDirO)
MatLab.Execute ("mftest")
MatLab.Execute ("grid on")

Exit Sub
ErrCheck:
If Err.Number =13 Then

trash = MsgBox("Please enter a valid " & ErrorLabel & ".", vbExclamation)
Exit Sub

Else
trash = MsgBox("An unexpected error (" & Err.Number & ") has occurred, please check the laser

index text box.", vbExclamation)
Exit Sub

End If
End Sub

Private Sub Label8Click(Index As Integer)
End Sub

Private Sub NumLayers_Change()

For i =0 To 6
If i < NumLayers.Value Then

Layerindex(i).Enabled = True
LayerThick(i).Enabled = True
LayerFrame(i).Enabled = True

Else
Layerindex(i).Enabled = False
LayerThick(i).Enabled = False
LayerFrame(i).Enabled = False

End If
Next i

End Sub

Private Sub NumLayers_Scroll()

Call NumLayers_Change

End Sub
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Begin thin films visual basic code - multifllms.vbp

Type=Exe
Reference=*\G f 00020430-0000-0000-0000-
000000000046 }#2.0#0#..\..\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\STDOLE2.TLB#OLE Automation
Reference=*\G { 669CEC9 1-6E22- 1 1CF-A4D6-
00A024583C19 }#1.0#O#..\..\matlabrl 1\bin\mlapp.tlb#Matlab Automation Server Type Library
Form=multifilms.frm
Startup=" Form 1"
ExeName32="multifilms.exe"
Command32='"
Name= "Project 1"
HelpContextlD="O"
CompatibleMode="O"
Major Ver= 1
Minor Ver=0
Revision Ver=0
AutolncrementVer=0
ServerSupportFiles=0
VersionCompanyName=""
CompilationTypeO
OptimizationType=0
FavorPentiumPro(tm)=O
CodeViewDebuglnfo=0
NoAliasing=0
BoundsCheck=0
OverflowCheck=0
FlPointCheck=0
FDIVCheck=0
UnroundedFP=0
StartMode=0
Unattended=0
Retained=0
ThreadPerObject=0
MaxNumberOfThreads= 1

Begin thin films visual basic code - multifilms.vbw

Form! = 165, 12, 771, 487, , 22, 22, 782, 635, C




